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Editor-in-chief

Adrian Lesenciuc is an Associate Professor of Theory of Communication and Military Sciences and
currently he is the president of the ‘Henri Coandă’ Air Force Academy Senate in Brașov. He has a PhD in

Military Sciences from ‘Carol I’ National Defense University (2008-2011) and in Communication Sciences from National
University of Political Sciences and Administration (2010-2014), both in Bucharest. His major interest in research
concerns intercultural communication, but he has also been interested in studying fundamentals of communication in
military sciences, communicative competence, and linguistics. He designed the international conference Redefining
Community in Intercultural Context (starting with 2011), quoted in important scientific databases, such as Thomson
Reuters / Web of Knowledge or Index Copernicus. Recent publications include: Informational Warfare. Brasov: Henri
Coanda Air Force Academy (2016); Intercultural communication within the Romanian village. Bucharest: The Romanian
Academy Publishing House (2015), Communicative Foundation of Military Sciences (in partnership with Daniela Nagy
and Cosmina-Oana Drăghici). Saarbrücken: Lambert Academic Publishing and Theory of communication. Brasov: Henri
Coanda Air Force Academy (2010). Adrian Lesenciuc is also a Romanian writer, president of the Brașov branch of the
Romanian Writers Union, author of many books of poetry, novels and essays.

Guest Editors

Maria de São José Côrte-Real is an Associate Professor of Ethnomusicology and founding
researcher of the Institute of Ethnomusicology – Center for Studies in Music and Dance at the NOVA School of Social
Sciences and Humanities of the New University of Lisbon. With a PhD from Columbia University (NY/USA), where she
studied, researched and taught (1989-2001), she is faculty member of the Portuguese Foundation for Science and
Technology awarded PhD Programs Music as Culture and Cognition (since 2014) and Art Studies and Mediations (since
2013) in this University. Having done field research in Portugal, USA and Mozambique, her interests developed on the
topics of migration and representations of identity, cultural politics and nationalisms, and cultural interfaces and education.
She teaches BA and MA courses of Ethnomusicology, organizes International Conferences, the Doctoral Forum of the
Institute of Ethnomusicology and coordinates the programs of International Mobility in the Department of Musical
Sciences. Recent publications include the book Protest Song and Social Change (in process, 2016); “Music & Ethno-
national Conflict-solving Education”. Bonn: Bundeszentral für Politische Bildung (submitted); “Music and intercultural
dialogue rehearsing life performance at school” in Nektaria Palaiologou (ed.) Intercultural Education: conceptual and
empirical challenges. London, New York: Routledge (2014) and the book like special issue Music and Migration, of the
journal Migrações 7. Observatory of Immigration. High Commissariat for Immigration and Intercultural Dialogue (2010).

Pedro Russo Moreira is a post-doctoral researcher at the Institute of Ethnomusicology – Center for
Studies in Music and Dance at the NOVA School of Social Sciences and Humanities of the New University of Lisbon
(INET-md, FCSH/NOVA), with a scholarship by the Portuguese Foundation for Science and Technology (FCT), where he
develops a project on music, radio and Portuguese migration in Paris. His main research topic is the relation between
music and radio, specially the production and mediation of sounds. In 2013, he concluded a PhD regarding the study of
music production in the Portugal National Radio during the dictatorship (1934-1950). His main publications include one
book on the history of Portuguese National Radio (with Manuel Deniz Silva and Nuno Domingos), several articles and
encyclopedia entries, as well as a book about Orquestra Sinfónica Juvenil - Youth Symphonic Orchestra - in Portugal. He
taught History of Music, Acoustics and Ethnomusicology in several music schools and colleges, like in Instituto Piaget
(ISEIT) and ANSO (Metropolitana) where he was Co-coordinator of the graduate and master degree program in music.


